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S  Our story began more than a

 half-century ago. Back then we were a

 hand-woven rug producer and seller

 in a factory found by Abri brothers in

 Sardroud which is known as the

 capital of world’s pictorial carpet.

 Today, we are privileged to connect

 with thousands of customers around

 the world. Our company as an

 exclusive collection of luxurious,

 elegant, and high-quality rugs has

 three branches in East Azarbaijan

province of Iran
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 Sardroud is very famous for its rug weaving

 techniques by using Turkish knot which

 increases the quality and details of the pictorial

 carpets. Silk is the main material of �ne quality

 pictorial rugs, but they use wool and cotton as

 well, likewise, the use of silk yarn increases the

 cost and value of the carpet by adding elegance

 and beauty. �e process of changing the natural

 color of materials such as wool, silk, and cotton

 is called dyeing. In addition, there are two types

 of colors named natural colors and synthetic

 colors. With evolving and more advanced

 resources and manufacturing techniques,

 eco-friendly paint products are more stunning

 in the process of dyeing. A�er the process of

 weaving rugs on the loom according to the

 designed patterns, the rugs are polished by

 polishing machines and polish scissors. Fringes

 are knotted at the ends to ensure that the we�s

 and the knots do not unravel. Pictorial carpets

 can be framed the same way as you would do

 work or painting and they are designed to be

hung from the wall
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 Senior carpet weavers weave pictorial carpets
 the same way as hand-woven rugs during the
 years in Tabriz, due to this fact, there 2500 past
 is no difference in quality, but the design and the
 rug density are the main differences. Carpets of
 Tabriz are known to be the most famous carpets
 Tabriz has been registered as 2015 of  Iran. In
 the global hand woven rug city by World Crafts
 Council.Sardroud known as the capital of
 world’s pictorial carpet, located in
 northwestern Iran, is believed to be the largest
 producer of  Iranian pictorial carpets, having no
 year-old city-3,000 competitor in the world.The
 of  Sardroud is considered to be the largest
 producer of  Iranian pictorial carpets, producing
 of  Iranian carpets. At present,  %85 more than
 exquisite pictorial carpet production 800 about
 workshops in the city of  'Sardroud' are engaged
 in weaving works of  art and exporting them to
 eastern Asia, European countries, and especially
 the Arab states, and northern America, in
 addition to the domestic market. The art of
 Sardroud pictorial carpet weaving is based on
 the Lisbon Treaty format and is registered with
 the World Intellectual Property Organization
 (WIPO) in Vienna, Austria. The unveiling of
 this global format took place in the city of
   Sardroud in2017
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 usually something people expect to
 do, but here at Abri company, we
 can help you make your
 hand-woven custom carpets. Photo
 rugs as ornamental rugs are
 specially used for hanging on room
 and hall walls for decoration. This
 unique hand-woven custom photo
 rug is exclusive to us and made to
 order. Our company has woven
 photo rugs of  Arabian         Emirs,
 Queen Elizabeth, and many
 well-known figures. You can
 design your rug with your photo
 art or words which will make a fine
 housewarming gift or present. Our
 mode  st quality and available in
 different sizes with the option of
 material and frame used. Create
 bespoke rug designs online on our
website
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Discover the Timeless Elegance of Abri Carpets

Welcome to the world of Abri Carpets, where 
tradition meets artistry in every weave. Our 
exquisite collection of hand-woven carpets is a 
celebration of cultural heritage and artisanal 
craftsmanship.Our exceptional collection of 
hand-woven pictorial carpets stands as a testament 
to cultural heritage and unparalleled artisanal skill. 
These carpets are more than mere decorative 
elements; they are woven narratives, capturing 
vivid scenes and stories in each knot.Each carpet is 
meticulously crafted by skilled artisans who bring 
centuries-old techniques to life, ensuring that every 
piece is not only beautiful but also a testament to 
enduring quality.

A Commitment to Heritage and Innovation

At Abri Carpets, we are dedicated to preserving the 
rich traditions of carpet weaving while embracing 
innovative designs and techniques. This blend of 
historical reverence and contemporary vision 
ensures that each piece is both a tribute to the past 
and a fitting addition to modern-day interiors.

Explore our collection and let Abri pictorial carpets 
bring the beauty of woven art into your life, 
enhancing your living environment with stories 
told through the timeless language of design.



European-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Abri Carpet is a brand that offers an exquisite collection of 
tableau rugs and pictorial carpets. Each rug is inspired by 
European masterpieces and is crafted with the utmost care 
and attention to detail. The use of high-quality materials and 
woven knots by knots ensures that these rugs are not only 
visually stunning but also incredibly durable. If you're 
looking to add a touch of elegance and sophistication to your 
home, Abri Carpet's collection of pictorial carpets is the 
perfect choice. Don't settle for ordinary rugs when you can 
have a masterpiece adorning your walls or floors. Choose Abri 
Carpet today.
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Eastern-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Abri Carpet is proud to showcase its unique blend of Eastern paintings, 
sculptures, and history with the traditional Iranian art of hand-made carpet 
weaving. By incorporating this style, Abri Carpet pays homage to the ancient 
way of life and weaving history into the very fabric of their stunning carpets. 
Each piece is a testament to the rich cultural heritage and ancestry of the art of 
carpet weaving. If you're looking for a truly unique and meaningful addition to 
your home, Abri Carpet's collection of Eastern-inspired carpets is the perfect 
choice. Experience the beauty and history of this incredible art form today.





The Flower and Fruit style of Iranian tableau rugs is a true 
reflection of the artistry of the artists, where still life is influenced 
by outdoor experimentation. These exquisite rugs not only make 
a great decorative addition to your home but also a perfect gift for 
your loved ones, symbolizing pure love that lasts a lifetime. The 
durability of these rugs makes them an ideal choice for a 
long-lasting token of affection. Choose an Iranian tableau rug to 
express your love and appreciation for those who matter most to 
you.

Flower and Fruit style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets 



Sculpture-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Different artistic media provide artists with unique opportunities to 
create specific effects and convey meaning. The experience of 
viewing sculptures and installations can be quite different from that 
of other forms of art, as it offers a pure connection to history. Abri 
Carpet takes this tradition to the next level by weaving sculptures 
and ancient palaces into their carpets, allowing you to bring a piece 
of history into your very own home. With Abri Carpet's exquisite 
collection, you can enjoy the beauty and grandeur of ancient palaces 
and sculptures, all while adding a touch of history and culture to 
your living space.



Portrait-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Portraits have been a popular subject for well-known painters, 
graphic artists, and sculptors throughout history, contributing to 
the development of a wide variety of representations. From the 
end of the 15th century until around 1900, portraiture had its 
heyday. Since the 19th century, portrait photography has 
supplemented portrait painting and has also found its way into 
the art of cinema as a scenic element. At Abri Carpet, our 
collection of tableau rugs featuring portraits is one of the most 
requested ones, offering a unique and personalized touch to your 
living space. If you are looking for a truly special way to 
showcase your identity, you can even customize your portrait 
carpet by selecting from a range of packages.



Miniature-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Tableau rugs featuring miniature paintings are often associated with the works of 
Master Farshchian, whose art is a harmonious combination of tradition and 
innovation. His themes draw inspiration from classic poetry, literature, the Quran, 
Christian and Jewish holy books, as well as his vivid imagination. Farshchian's 
artwork is particularly renowned for its depiction of human emotions and moods, 
which are captured most effectively in the graceful faces and figures of his paintings. 
At Abri Carpet, we are proud to offer a unique collection of tableau rugs that 
incorporate this style, allowing you to add a touch of artistic elegance to your home. 
Our exquisite miniature paintings are sure to enhance the aesthetic appeal of your 
living space, making it a warm and inviting environment.



Religious-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Religious art serves as a visual representation of religious 
ideologies and their relationship with humanity. The sacred 
art is closely related to religious art, as it is intended for 
worship and religious practices. At Abri Carpet, we offer a 
collection of tableau rugs that feature religious topics, holy 
texts, and symbols, allowing you to incorporate your spiritual 
beliefs into your home decor. Our exquisite collection of 
religious rugs offers a unique way to express your faith and 
spirituality in your living space, making it a peaceful and 
tranquil environment.





Landscape-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Landscape tableau rugs, also known as landscape art, offer a stunning 
depiction of natural scenery such as mountains, valleys, trees, rivers, 
and forests, with the elements arranged in a coherent and visually 
pleasing composition. Landscape views in art can be entirely imaginary 
or copied from reality with varying degrees of accuracy. At Abri 
Carpet, we bring the beauty of nature into your home with our 
collection of tableau rugs that feature intricate landscape designs, 
capturing the freshness and tranquility of nature in every knot. Our 
exquisite landscape rugs offer a unique and refreshing way to enhance 
the aesthetic appeal of your living space, making it a peaceful and 
serene environment.



Iranian-style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

Iran boasts one of the world's oldest continuous major 
civilizations, with historical and urban settlements dating back to 
4000 BC. At Abri Carpet, we are proud to showcase the rich 
history, culture, and sculptures of Iran through our exquisite 
collection of carpets. Our carpets are woven with the same 
passion and dedication that has been passed down from 
generations, allowing us to flourish the great legacy of Iran 
through our art. With every knot, we capture the essence of Iran's 
rich cultural heritage, making it possible for you to bring a piece 
of this fascinating history into your home. Our carpets are a true 
testament to the beauty and grandeur of Iranian art, adding a 
touch of elegance and sophistication to your living space.



Animals style tableau rugs/pictorial carpets

The world's diverse wildlife populations have been a source 
of inspiration for humans for thousands of years. Our 
intrinsic connection with animals is rooted in our need to 
survive, and artists have long used various types of animals 
to symbolize certain ideas or beliefs. At Abri Carpet, we offer 
a large collection of tableau rugs that feature animals in all 
their natural glory. Our exquisite carpets are exported to 
countries such as China, Russia, South Korea, and many 
others, offering a unique and refreshing way to add a touch 
of wildlife to your living space. With every knot, we capture 
the natural beauty of animals, making it possible for you to 
bring the wilderness into your home. Our collection of 
animal-inspired carpets is a true testament to the 
magnificence and grandeur of the animal kingdom, making 
it a perfect addition to your home decor.



Silk Rugs

Tree of life and medallion motifs are a 
popular feature in silk rugs, with shades of 
blue, red, and ivory being the most popular 
colors found in Persian rugs. Fully silk rugs 
are typically smaller than other types of 
Persian rugs and are often placed on walls to 
showcase their intricate designs. At Abri 
Carpet, we offer a wide variety of luxurious 
silk rugs that are renowned for their high 
quality and are regarded as some of the most 
expensive in the world. Our exquisite silk 
rugs feature intricate motifs and designs, 
capturing the essence of Persian art in every 
knot. With every rug, we offer a glimpse into 
the rich cultural heritage of Persia, making it 
possible for you to add a touch of elegance 
and sophistication to your home decor. Our 
collection of silk rugs is a true testament to 
the beauty and grandeur of traditional 
Persian art, making it a perfect addition to 
your living space.



Thank you for taking the time to browse through our Abri Carpet 
catalog. We hope you enjoyed immersing yourself in the exquisite 
designs and luxurious textures that define our brand. Our 
commitment to quality craftsmanship and timeless elegance shines 
through in every piece.

As you envision the perfect addition to your space, remember that 
Abri Carpet offers more than just beautiful carpets – we offer an 
experience of refined luxury and unparalleled comfort.

To explore our full range of products and discover more detailed 
information, please visit our website. Let Abri Carpet transform 
your space into a haven of sophistication and style. Thank you for 
choosing Abri Carpet.

CONTACT US

www.abricarpet.com

info@abricarpet.com

00989032215246
see more


